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Thank you for your interest and valuable comments on our article.¹ We do agree that it is not a novel technique and we have clearly mentioned in our manuscript that maneuvers similar to ours are already described in the literature to manage cuff leak, where the authors introduced intravenous cannula into the inflation tube and attached a syringe directly to it and inflated the cuff.²³ As correctly said by the authors, there are several reports of maneuvers similar to ours being performed to manage tracheal tube cuff leak. But in contrast to the reports of similar techniques being followed to manage tracheal tube cuff leak in supine position with easy access to patient's airway, we reported a simple maneuver to tackle tracheostomy tube cuff leak in a patient undergoing cervical spine surgery in prone position. Again, the reports that the authors have referred to are not exactly same, but they have subtle differences. Apart from a simple maneuver to manage tracheostomy tube cuff leak, we even suggested a way to monitor cuff pressure in such cases where the anesthesiologist has difficult access to the patient's airway.
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